
Calabria Sona, a circuit born 
in 2012, continues its work 
of valorising great artists 
and “MADE IN CALABRIA” 
events. Artists and music that 
start from the territory but 
which now have a national 
and international scope.
Calabria Sona aims to give a 
positive image of our Earth, 
far from stereotypes and cli-
chés. Promoting the artists 
who have decided to stay in 
our land and highlight the 
positive aspects coming from 
the true ethnopopular tradi-
tion looking towards Interna-
tional World Music.
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The musical collective Parafoné, in exi-
stence for 20 years now, represents one 
of the most active and innovative bands 
in Southern Italy which overlooks the 
panorama of new Italian world music. 
The recovery and relaunch of traditio-
nal Calabrian music projects the group 
towards the rediscovery of “sonic be-
longings” beyond territorial borders, 
retracing the links with the history of 
a region rich in contamination such as 
Calabria. Candidate for the 2016 Tenco 
Plaques - Mention by the International 
Critics Jury at the 2016 Parodi Prize. 
many international experiences and in 
2023 they were guests at Womad.

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Parafonè

The Calabrian
world music

Calabria

parafone.it
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Ciccio Nucera. the “reuccio” of the Ca-
labrian tarantella. a unique character 
that ranges from the tambourine to 
the traditional accordion to dance. 
“The tarantella is addictive”: this is his 
motto. He comes from GALLICIA-
NO’, a very small town in Aspromonte 
where “ancient Greek” is still spoken. 
Many experiences have made him fa-
mous to the general public: radio and 
television broadcasts, both in Italy and 
Greece (“Linea Verde”, Geo e geo”, “Live 
I ife”, “Festa italiana”). His show was 
overwhelming and full of rhythm.

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Ciccio
Nucera

The king of
Calabrian tarantella

Calabria

ciccionucera.jimdofree.com
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The spirit and founding idea of   the en-
semble is to put itself at the service of 
the southern territory by enhancing its 
culture, a collective that works for
Music “made in Calabria” trying to 
unite, involve and spread not only the 
culture of the south but the artists and 
their ideas.
Tradition and improvisation. Tradition, 
African and Arab sounds, jazz, rock, ta-
rantella, aerial songs, work songs, love 
songs. an integration of different musi-
cians and musical languages.
Overwhelming rhythms, Mediterrane-
an sounds and passion for Calabrian 
music. he has collaborated with the 
biggest names in Calabrian and Italian 
music.

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Calabria
Orchestra

The great collective 
for the new world 
music of the south 

Calabria

calabriaorchestra.it
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LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Davis
Muccari

Checco
Pallone

Calabria

Calabria
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In this project, the traditional ‘chitarra 
battente’ of southern Italy evolves from 
an accompaniment instrument that 
provides the rhythm to the tarantella 
and pizzica to the great protagonist of 
original compositions and new resear-
ch that pushes it towards new musical 
horizons.

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Loccisano
De Carolis 

Duo of 
chitarra battente 

Calabria
Basilicata

loccisanodecarolis.com
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Away from snares of worst folklore, but 
included in the wave of alternative eth-
nic music, Rione Junno is recognized 
as one of the greatest exponents of the 
new musical pro posai. 
Rooted in tradition but looks to the fu-
ture. Rione Junno consists of a group 
skilled in the sound of the extraordi-
nary garganico style, born and raised in 
Puglia (Gargano). 
Imbued with the magie of tambourine 
and of a typical guitar, named “batten-
te”.  Rione Junno is a vivici reality of the 
ethnic music and in recent years has 
had hundreds of concerts throughout 
ltaly, in the most important festivals, 
and the world. 

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Rione
Junno

Puglia

rionejunno.com
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The term KamaFei is a compounci in 
Griko meaning “flowing heat”, a name 
coined for the Salento team by the late 
Gianni De Santis. In Kamafei’s show 
you encounter the overwhelming thrust 
of the traditional Salento sounds, notes 
of the electric bass accompanied by 
the frenetic rhythm of the tambourine. 
NOTHING IS MISSING from this new 
show to make it so much fun without 
forgetting, however, the roots of the Sa-
lento tradition.

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST

Kamafei

Puglia

kamafei.com
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Li Ucci Orkestra was born in 2013, on 
the occasion of the third edition of LI 
UCCI FESTIVAL, with a concept more 
of an extended band than an orchestra, 
where there is no teacher, but everyo-
ne is also involved in the arrangemen-
ts. Songs that Li Ucci carried around 
in the squares and at farm parties. Li 
Ucci Orkestra uses traditional popular 
instruments (guitars, tambureddhri, 
accordion, etc.) that meet those of the 
band tradition (such as bass tuba, tru-
mpet, trombone, transverse flute, sax).
The two musical traditions (that of the 
popular genre and that of the bands). a 
real extended band that “collides” pea-
cefully with other genres such as clas-
sical! music or other Mediterranean 
influences.

Li Ucci
Orchestra

Puglia

liuccifestival.it
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Karkum Project is a musical and re-
search project born from the meeting 
between the Taranto violinist and mul-
ti-instrumentalist Claudio Metrico and 
the Roman singer-songwriter Giulia 
Tripoti. Karkum Project deals with the 
study, revival and valorization of peo-
ple’s musical cultures with particular 
attention to the Mediterranean. He 
produced two albums: “Aljama - An-
cient songs of the Mediterranean” whi-
ch investigates the traditional melodies 
of the Arab, Sephardic and Christian 
peoples. “Sahira - Stories of heroic wo-
men” a multicultural album that inve-
stigates the myth of the warrior woman 
which includes several songs that refer 
to mythologies and legends of Magna 
Graecia as well as a song in Tarantino 
dialect dedicated to the myth of “Sku-
ma” the Siren of Taranto. Puglia as the 
center of the Mediterranean, a crossro-
ads of peoples, becomes with Progetto 
Karkum a concrete reason for study 
and research of musical systems. As 
part of the research, conservation and 
dissemination of Apulian culture, Kar-
kum Project has produced several mini 
documentaries available on the web.

Karkum

Puglia
Lazio

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST
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Sossio Banda

Vincenzo Danise

Lautari

Antonio Smiriglia

Puglia

Campania

Sicilia

Sicilia

LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST LISTEN TO OUR PLAYLIST



ItalySona is the Italian
record label dedicated
to World and Folk Music. 
A project that wants
to give space to “ethno”
productions but with
an eye to the future. 
Music that comes from
the roots but is open
to contamination.


